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ACMV / MVA   Accident Motor Vehicle
NOV 10 2005-Thursday at 15:59 05-11-10-38759
Location: LOT 16 051674
Summary: RP, a Princeton University staff member, reported a motor vehicle accident between a car and a bicyclist. Unit dispatched. The bicyclist was identified as a student and was transported by DPS to UHS. Report filed; case referred.

LARCENY-THEFT   Bicycles
NOV 10 2005-Thursday at 22:34 05-11-10-38800
Location: FIRESTONE LIBRARY 051675
Summary: RP, a Princeton University student, reported the apparent theft of his bicycle. Unit dispatched. Area was searched with negative results. Report filed.

FIRE/FIRE ALARM   Fire/Fire Alarm
NOV 10 2005-Thursday at 23:17 05-11-10-38809
Location: CAMPBELL HALL 051676
Summary: RP, a Princeton University student, reported individuals setting posters on fire on light posts between Campbell and Joline Halls and in Mathey Courtyard. Units dispatched. Units investigated area and found posters on two light poles were burned. No suspects developed. Report filed; case referred.

MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT   Unlawful Taking Of Means Of Conveyance
NOV 11 2005-Friday at 01:27 05-11-11-38824
Location: DOD HALL 051680
Summary: RP, a Princeton University student, reported the apparent theft of his golfcart. Units dispatched. The cart was later found parked on Prospect and Washington and turned over to the RP. Report filed; case referred.

CRIMINAL MISCHIEF   Criminal Mischief
NOV 11 2005-Friday at 03:42 05-11-11-38842
Location: TERRACE CLUB 051677
Summary: RP, a Princeton University student, reported that he saw a golfcart in the middle of Washington Road in front of Terrace Club and pushed it out of the roadway. Unit dispatched. Investigation revealed golf cart was still secured with lock and chain. DPS officers moved golf cart to safer location. Report filed; case referred.